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FUNERALS It is an ancient custom that the bodies of parishioners be brought into the
Parish Church the night before burial or cremation.
THE SICK Names of those who are sick, either at home or in hospital, should be given
to the parish clergy or a member of the pastoral group. To arrange communion for
the housebound, contact a churchwarden. The blessed sacrament is reserved in
Guiseley Church. In urgent cases communion can be taken to the sick or dying at any
hour.
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The Rector writes
June 2020
Dear Brothers & Sisters
At this time of writing we are into our 10th week of lockdown as a result of
COVID-19. I pray that you are all okay and that you still hope for a brighter
tomorrow.
I recently read a column in the Daily Telegraph by Canon Dr. Giles Fraser.
Some of you may remember that he reigned his position at St Paul’s Cathedral in protest over the Cathedral’s decision to forcibly evict the Occupy protesters of 2011. The article is based on his views surrounding the future review by the Church of England into the number of bishops, dioceses and
church buildings. He, along with many others, fear that the Church, having
seen what success can look like via internet streaming of services, may in the
future wish to take a different route and ask priests to continue taking
‘services over Zoom from their kitchens’ instead of from the church building.
It’s fair to say that the streaming of services over the past two months has
proved very successful and has allowed parishes to engage with people who
might not have darkened their church door. It has also allowed us to come
together with a kind of ‘Blitz’ spirit, keeping our fellowship intact through the
most difficult of circumstances. But we need to understand that there is so
much more to church life than this.
We as a Christian people love our churches. Big or small congregations we
understand the need to keep a Christian presence within our communities;
understand the need to keep providing spaces for worship, toddler groups,
Foodbanks and the myriad of other things that make up and support the
community. But above all else, as scripture tells us: ‘For where two or three
gather in my name, there am I with them’ (Matthew 18:20).
This is the real essence of church; notwithstanding – as in the case of
St Oswald’s Parish Church – the huge historical context of a building that sees
its earliest history closer to the death of Christ than to the COVID-19
pandemic. And it gets even more real when we think of all the millions of
people who have contributed to the history of church attendance, who were
baptised, confirmed, married, buried, or found comfort in weekly church
attendance, listening to the word of God and receiving the holy sacrament of
his Son. This is the very life of the Church.
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Some would argue that it is just a building and that God is everywhere, but that
is missing the point of a church. If we really want to engage with God in His
fullest extent we need to come to church, to show our love for Him and for one
another. We don’t want to sit at home, where we’ve been all week, watching
someone deliver a service through a television or computer screen. We need
that fellowship that only a church building can give. We need that feeling of
presence that only a church building can give. We need that spirit of love and
peace that only a church building can give. We need to receive the Holy
Sacrament of Christ to make us whole.
Our church buildings are the very fabric upon which society is built. We need
them. To paraphrase the final statement of Canon Fraser’s column, talking about
bishops and the proposed cuts:
‘Grand cathedrals like St Paul’s will always be big enough to look after
themselves. It’s the wonderful quirky little corners of the Church, up the field
or on the inner-city estate, that have most to fear from bishops poring
over spreadsheets talking about strategic context. If there are to be cuts,
let’s start with them.’
May God continue to bless us and our church buildings.
The Rector
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Finance
We hope you are all keeping well and safe. A thought has occurred
to us regarding Stewardship.

If you have access to internet banking we wondered whether you
would like the opportunity to pay your stewardship on line rather
than have a pile of envelopes or a lump sum when the church is open
again? Confidentiality would be maintained and only Paul Brylov and
myself will know the details of this. The stewardship account
number is 01081292 and the sort code is 40-22-28. If anyone
needs a help setting this up, I know a man that can, just let me
know.

Even though the church is closed we are still paying for insurance,
utilities bills etc. The on line payments into the stewardship account
are a big help with this.

Please don’t worry if you don’t have internet banking. Importantly
keep yourselves well and safe and we will hopefully be back together
before too long.

Brenda Jackson, Treasurer. On behalf of the Finance team and
the PCC
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Hawksworth School News.
In early March life at Hawksworth School was carrying on much as normal.
We enjoyed our half-termly visit from Northern Arts who did Dance and Drama
workshops with the children through the school.
The children also enjoy a Torchlight Trail through the woods in the village which
had been organised as a fund raiser by the Friends of Hawksworth.
The new classroom has been delivered, installed and the furniture has now been
moved into the classroom. Work is in the process of being done in the old Class 3
classroom adapt it into office and meeting areas.
Along with all schools in the country Hawksworth has been closed to most children
since Monday 23rd March. It has remained open to the children of key workers and
will continue to do so even during what should have been the Easter holiday. Staff
have been working in school on a rota basis and working at home when not in
school. A programme of activities has been put together for the children who are
being ‘home schooled’. Much of this work is to be accessed online by the children.
This regime has continued throughout April and May and will do so until a national
decision is made about the re-opening of schools.
Life is very different for us all during the restrictions imposed upon us by the
current Coronavirus pandemic. We all hope and pray that we will be able to meet,
work and socialise together soon.
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Mothers’ Union.
Since our Lenten Meditation on 4th March all mothers’ Union activities have been
cancelled because of the enforced isolation due to the Coronavirus pandemic.
Gwyneth our Branch Leader organised for all members to have regular contact by
telephone with at least one or two other members to ensure we don’t lose contact
and that everybody is keeping well and managing to access all they need during
the period of isolation.
We made the decision to cancel the meetings in both April and May but it looks as
if we may be extending that to June as well. In July we have a coach booked to go
on our annual trip but this too may well be cancelled as the places we proposed
visiting will most probably not be fully opened to the public by then. We will be reviewing the situation as time passes.
Let us hope and pray that by September we will be able to start our new year with
the usual Eucharist which this year we are planning to hold in St Paul’s Church in
Esholt. More details of this nearer the time.
Meanwhile, whilst in isolation, many of us are enjoying and appreciating the services provided on Facebook and the church website by Father David and Father
John. The Mothers’ Union website is also showing some recordings of services and
Mothers’ Union page on Facebook is sharing Midday Prayers every day.
Hoping and praying that we’ll all soon be able to join together and share social interaction again. God Bless everyone.

I wandered lonely as I must, o're Menston Old Lane's metal crust,
When all at once I had my eye on

A host of golden dandelion.
As a good friend told me "Too much time on your hands ?
Well, WASH 'EM!,"
Sheila Towning
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Crossword & Sudoku - solutions p.11
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Crossword for June 2020
CLUES
Across

1 See 23 Across
3 Where the thief on the cross was told he would be, with Jesus (Luke 23:43) (8)
8 Invalid (4)
9 Blasphemed (Ezekiel 36:20) (8)
11 Adhering to the letter of the law rather than its spirit (Philippians 3:6) (10)
14 Shut (Ecclesiastes 12:4) (6)
15 ‘This is how it will be with anyone who — up things for himself but is not rich towards
God’ (Luke 12:21) (6)
17 Mary on Isis (anag.) (10)
20 Agreement (Hebrews 9:15) (8)
21 Native of, say, Bangkok (4)
22 Deaf fort (anag.) (5-3)
23 and 1 Across ‘The Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of — to work it
and take — of it’ (Genesis 2:15) (4,4)
Down

1 Struggle between opposing forces (Habakkuk 1:3) (8)
2 James defined this as ‘looking after orphans and widows in their distress and keeping
oneself from being polluted by the world’ (James 1:27) (8)
4 ‘The one I kiss is the man; — him’ (Matthew 26:48) (6)
5 ‘Be joyful in hope, patient in — , faithful in prayer’ (Romans 12:12) (10)
6 St Columba’s burial place (4)
7 Swirling current of water (4)
10 Loyalty (Isaiah 19:18) (10)
12 ‘God was pleased through the foolishness of what was — , to save those who believe’ (1 Corinthians 1:21) (8)
13 Camp where the angel of the Lord slew 185,000 men one night (2 Kings 19:35) (8)
16 ‘There is still — — — Jonathan; he is crippled in both feet’(2 Samuel 9:3) (1,3,2)
18 David Livingstone was one (4)
19 Driver and Vehicle Licensing Authority (1,1,1,1)
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UPDATE ON OUR CHURCHES DURING COVID-19 CRISIS
FROM BISHOP NICK
Our churches must stay closed, but clergy or a lay leader may
now
enter for private prayer or to stream worship, writes Bishop Nick.
“These are extraordinarily demanding times for us all,” writes
Bishop Nick, in a letter to our clergy sent today.
“Please be patient and kind to all, as we continue to navigate this
uncharted territory together.
“Our aim is to love our neighbour as ourselves and to look to the
interests of others, not just our own preferences.
“Our church buildings must remain closed for public worship.
“However, clergy or a lay leader can enter the church (with a member of their household) for
streamed worship or private prayer – on condition that all necessary hygiene and distancing
precautions are taken.
“This will involve hand-washing or sanitising on entry and departure, at the very least.
"Clergy must make it clear that their being in a church building does not open the door to others
to join them.”
Bishop Nick notes that church buildings – unlike supermarkets – cannot be deep cleaned every
day.
“I do not want the Church to be the locus or cause of infection transmission, even when the motives for action were understandable.”

Looking to a positive future, he writes:
“Now is the time for preparation.
“This whole experience, unique in our lifetime, might be a surprising source of growth for all of
us
.
“It will raise pastoral, spiritual, ecclesiological, organisational and theological questions for the
Church.
“That is all to the good.”
National church advice on the re-opening of church buildings and other resources can be found
here: https://www.churchofengland.org/more/media-centre/coronavirus-covid-19-guidancechurches
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SOLUTIONS from pages 8 & 9
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WORDSEARCH
Solutions on p.14
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On . . . Lockdown
I never thought that being asked to be a couch potato would be part of my civic
duty . . .
I’m not a great television fan, but I’ve been doing some catching up. I’ve watched
groups of extroverts going to each others’ houses to cook meals and snipe at their
host’s décor. I’ve watched over-indulged teenagers on shopping sprees. I’ve even
watched compulsive cleaners where each new dawn heralds a ‘ground hog day’ of
feverish scrubbing, wiping, and inhaling industrial levels of bleach fumes. I thought
nothing was beneath me. That is until I watched a programme on Netflix called Tiger
King.
The most comprehensive dictionary and thesaurus in the galaxy could not contain
enough adjectives and their synonyms to convey the full horror of this programme;
and for your sake, and my sanity, I’m not going to try.
What the programme did offer me, though, was a glimpse into the world of people
who fall down the gap between make-believe and reality. I don’t think these people
are mentally ill, but if I ever met them I would be tempted to ask what colour the sky
was in their world.

However, as with so much in the Christian life, I’m immediately struck by a paradox. I
imagine that you may have had a conversation containing a question similar to the
following:
“So you believe that this bloke was born of a virgin and a sort of spirit, he pulled-off
some spectacular stunts, was executed but then came back to life, and you call him
the son of God? - yeah, right - what planet are you on”?
Taken on its own terms I have to accept that there’s a degree of logic to this point of
view. However, as a Christian, the faith I feel interacts with a reality that is very real.
It is a faith that demands authenticity, challenge and love.
Of course these attributes are not exclusive to Christianity or faith in general. But faith
involves an acceptance of the ineffable; something which is beyond reason. As Alfred
Lord Tennyson expressed in his poem The Ancient Sage, nothing that is actually
worth believing can be proved in an age that demands certainty:
For nothing worthy proving can be proven,
Nor yet disproven: wherefore thou be wise,
Cleave ever to the sunnier side of doubt,
And cling to Faith beyond the forms of Faith.
So before you sneak off to watch Tiger King can I ask that you reflect that lockdown is
not simply a physical reaction to current events. Lockdown can also signify a too rigid
demand for certainty. We should not be afraid to embrace the indefinable and
sometimes overwhelming enigma of faith.
Editor
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PHILIP MICHAEL APPLEYARD

My much loved brother, “Mick”, passed away on 27th April
as a result of contracting Covid19.
Mick was involved in a road accident in November and
broke his neck in two places and was very ill in hospital for
several weeks. On top of his having dementia his injuries
meant he had to go into nursing care rather than come
home to John and myself. We were amazed at his
recovery up until his death last month and are sickened the
virus claimed him.
Mick had lived with us for almost three years and had
joined in two of the parish Pilgrimages, thoroughly enjoying
them and making new and lasting friends along the way.
He was not a “techno” on the best of days and Martin spent several hours
installing his t.v. Computer etc when he first made “No. 2” his home.
He loved to join in our “dinner parties” with members of St O’s, often taking centre
stage reminiscing his Royal Air Force days, as he did over coffee with Fr. David
too.
The love and support we have had from the congregation. Flowers, cards, ‘phone
calls etc have been overwhelming. Not least the number of people who, whilst
socially distancing, gave Mick a great send off on Friday morning by standing
opposite our house when the cortège arrived. I cannot express my deepest
gratitude for all of this.
Mick’s funeral was unusual, he had wanted it to be held at St O’s but obviously
that couldn’t be. Eleven of us stood outside the Crematorium, his former place of
work, where Fr. David took a very short but moving service which included the
RAF prayer
Whilst caring for Mick could be challenging at times we will miss him dreadfully, he
was a good friend and brother. A really lovely man.

Rest in Peace Mick.
His loving sister, Maggie
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St James the Least of All
On why holding an Arts Festival in church
is not a good idea

The Rectory
St James the Least
My dear Nephew Darren
Your decision to hold a Summer weekend Arts Festival in church, bringing culture to your
inner-city streets, was most commendable. Pity, how it all turned out.
The Friday evening started well with the concert of Scott Joplin piano music. Obviously
knowing that the pieces were originally played in seedy bars on pianos wildly out of tune
with several notes missing, your committee must have gone to endless trouble to find
precisely the right instrument. Your stage-hands, were, however, less careful and hadn’t
noticed that the platform had a noticeable list to port. After each piece, the pianist had to
relocate the piano stool closer to his nomadic piano, with the last piece being performed
with both entirely out of sight behind the pulpit.
It created much innocent entertainment for the audience, but the fault really should have
been remedied before the Saturday evening choir concert. Discarded kneelers and rotting
hymn books do not form a stable base for a stage supporting an 80-strong choir. So when
it came to the enthusiastic rendering of hits from ‘Oklahoma’, with copious hand
movements, it came as something of a relief that the stage took this as the moment to
signal defeat, tipping the tenors behind the altar. The audience’s thunderous applause,
assuming this was a carefully choreographed part of the performance, was quite touching. I am sure all the compensation claims will soon be sorted out.
Your one great mistake was to take on responsibility for organising the refreshments
afterwards. Church entertainments committees have centuries of collective experience in
judging the numbers of ham sandwiches and bottles of milk required. I am forever proud
that our own ladies – through years of experience – can now get five cups of tea from
every tea bag and can butter bread so thinly that one pack can last several months.
What you now do with 29 surplus loaves of bread is a problem you have brought upon
yourself. You could possibly use them for supporting the stage next year.
Your loving uncle,
Eustace
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BOOK SHELF

This month’s choice is:
Olive Kitteridge by Elizabeth Strout
This novel comprises a number of stories held together by the eponymous heroine.
Olive Kitteridge is the indomitable presence throughout the book. Some stories have the
faintest mention of Olive while in others she impacts with the overbearing resolve of a
woman that is determined to get what she wants. Olive is rarely the focal point, but she
acts as a magnet drawing each story to exist in her presence.
I found this work to be humorous, moving and very appealing. So much so that I read its
sequel: Olive Again.

I’d be grateful to receive any book recommendations you may have. The
book(s) can be fiction or non-fiction.
Please forward your recommendations, together with a brief appraisal, to
C.Avison@leeds.ac.uk.

DURING LOCKDOWN . . .
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CHILDREN’S

AND

YOUTH GROUPS

ALL DATES AND TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CORVID-19 CONSTRAINTS
Sunday School (under 6) Parish Centre
sundayschool@guiseleywithesholt.org.uk
Esholt Sunday School
Monthly on last Sunday
Carers and Toddlers
Carlton Room
Messy Church
3rd Thursday
Guiseley Youth Group
2nd and 4th Fridays
SAFEGUARDING OFFICER
Mrs Susan Barber

9:25 am
Rector - M: 07916 825465
11 :00 am
01274 590230
2: 00 pm Tues term time
3:30 –5:.30 pm
7 - 9 pm
884059 07968274149

UNIFORMED ORGANISATIONS
1ST Guiseley Guides, & Rangers, Brownies and Rainbows guiseleyguides1@hotmail.co.uk
Heather Wilson
0788 565 1248
Scouts, Cubs and Beavers
Maureen Cooper gsl.15thairedale@outlook.com

CHURCH OF ENGLAND DAY SCHOOLS
St Oswald’s CE Aided Primary, The Green, Guiseley
Headteacher: Mr L Talbot 873570
Hawksworth CE Aided Primary, Main Street, Hawksworth
Headteacher: Dale Norris 872808
PARISH WEBSITE webmaster@guiseleywithesholt.org.uk
PARISH MAGAZINE
editor@guiseleywithesholt.org.uk
EDITOR
Colin Avison
07702 134 257
DISTRIBUTION
Malcolm Egan
873731
ADVERTISING
Brenda Jackson
876978

robson & son
wallcoverings
upholstery

interiors

curtains

fabrics
blinds
soft furnishing

78 Otley Road
Guiseley
Leeds LS20 8BH
Tel/Fax 01943 874595
email sales@robsoninteriors.co.uk
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digital

C.D.I

www.cdidigital.co.uk

.

Complete Digital Installations

.

_______________________________________________________
*TV

Aerials *Satellite Systems *FM & DAB *Multi-Room
*Diagnostics & Repairs *TV Mounting *Hardware Set-up
*Work Completed to CAI Standards..
________________________________________________________________________________________________

Friendly & Professional

Fully Insured CRB Checked

01943-871632
Contact Paul

07708-216898

cdidigital@btinternet.com

Alison Franklin B.A.Hon.
01274 686266

RDI installer 18266003

M.C.F.H.P M.A.F.H.P

mobile: 07914684526

Problems cutting your toe nails ?
Corns? Callus? Or ingrowing toenails?
In the privacy of your own home
For all your foot health problems

CHIMNEY SWEEP
Interior & Exterior
Domestic & Commercial
Free Estimate & Consultation
Fully Insured

Andrew Abbiss
Member of National Association
of Chimney Sweeps

TEL SIMON:
01943 872996—07879 442969

Professional efficient service
Tel 871206 or 07980669220

Why not advertise your local business in
Guiseley with Esholt Parish Magazine?
11 magazines are printed annually:
July/August is a joint issue.
One full page A5 …….. 118 x 180 mms ………£160 pa
Half page A5 …………… 118 x 90 mms ……… £ 80 pa
Quarter page A5 ……... 59 x 90 mms ……… £ 50 pa
One Eighth A5 …………. 59 x 45 mms …….… £ 25 pa
contact: Brenda Jackson Telephone 01943 876978
or email adverts@guiseleywithesholt.org.uk
or editor@guiseleywithesholt.org.uk
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